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Abstract: The staged fracturing horizontal well has proven to be an attractive alternative for improving
the development effect of a low permeability waterflood reservoir. Due to the coexistence of matrix,
fracture, and horizontal wellbore, it remains a great challenge to accurately simulate the nonlinear
flow behaviors in fractured porous media. Using a discrete fracture model to reduce the dimension
of the fracture network, a two-parameter model is used to describe the nonlinear two-phase flow
behavior, and the equivalent pipe flow equation is selected to estimate the horizontal wellbore pressure
drop in the fractured low-permeability reservoir. A hybrid mathematical model for the nonlinear
two-phase flow, including the effect of horizontal wellbore pressure drop in fractured porous media,
is developed. A numerical scheme of the hybrid model is derived using the mimetic finite difference
method and finite volume method. With a staggered five-spot flood system, the accuracy of the
proposed model and the effect of fracture properties on nonlinear two-phase flow behaviors are
further investigated. The results also show that with an increase of fracture length near injectors,
the breakthrough time of injected water into the horizontal wellbore will be shorter, indicating a
faster rise of the water cut, and a worse development effect. The impact of shortening fracture
spacing is consistent with that of enlarging fracture length. Successful practice in modeling the
complex waterflood behaviors for a 3-D heterogeneous reservoir provides powerful evidence for the
practicability and reliability of our model.

Keywords: low-permeability reservoir; staged fracturing horizontal well; mimetic finite difference
method; discrete fracture model; fracture properties

1. Introduction

Due to the strong heterogeneity and poor distribution of petrophysical properties, the natural oil
productivity of low-permeability reservoirs is extremely low. Currently, the staged fracturing horizontal
well has proven to be a viable alternative for improving the development effect of a low-permeability
reservoir [1]. In general, the matrix, fracture network and horizontal wellbore are simultaneously
distributed in this type of reservoir. However, the fluid flow does not obey the traditional Darcy’s law,
which further increases the difficulty of modeling the underlying flow dynamics in fractured porous
media. To avoid too-early water breakthrough as much as possible, it is of great importance to establish
a hybrid mathematical model for nonlinear two-phase flow, considering the effect of horizontal wellbore
pressure drop in the fractured low-permeability waterflood reservoir.

Many attempts had been made to investigate the nonlinear flow characteristics in a low permeability
waterflood reservoir, multiphase fluid flow in fractured porous media, optimal design of numerical
discretization, and the analysis of variable mass transfer in horizontal wellbore. The commonly used
models to describe the nonlinear flow behavior in low-permeability porous media consist of the
quasi-threshold gradient model [2], the piecewise nonlinear model [3], and the continuous nonlinear
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models [4–7]. Since that the smooth functional relationship is efficient enough to calculate the threshold
pressure gradient of nonlinear fluid flow in the subsurface, the continuous nonlinear models, especially
the two-parameter model, are growing in popularity among scholars.

Typical models for the representation of fractured porous media generally rely on the dual-porosity
model and its extended form (dual permeability model). Those models consider matrix block and
fracture network as two parallel continuum systems coupled by crossflow function. Previous
studies [8–10] have demonstrated that the dual porosity model is not suitable for multiphase flow in
disconnected fractured media and mix-wet fracture media. Great trouble will also be encountered
when estimating the crossflow function of different systems. To overcome the drawbacks, the discrete
fracture model was first introduced for single phase flow by Noorishad and Mehran [11]. The fracture
cells are geometrically simplified by using (n − 1)-dimensional cells in an n-dimensional domain, which
considerably improved the computational efficiency. The discrete fracture model has been widely
employed to investigate the flow mechanism of multiphase fluid in fractured media ever since [12–18].
On the other hand, strategies for numerical discretization are also key to simulating the complicated
flow dynamics in fractured porous media, which mainly include the finite difference (FD) method [19],
the finite element (FE) method [8,11], the finite volume (FV) method [20,21], and the mimetic finite
difference (MFD) method [22–24]. The MFD method, requiring only the node and surface information
of single grid cell, is theoretically feasible for any geometry, even the concave grid systems. However,
there are limited studies [25–28] on the nonlinear fluid flow behaviors in fractured low-permeability
porous media coupling the MFD method with a discrete fracture model.

The analysis of variable mass transfer in a horizontal wellbore supports insights that predict the
production performance, design well trajectory, and optimize well completion parameters. Taking the
pressure drop caused by the pipe friction into consideration, Dikken [29] coupled the flux variation in a
horizontal wellbore and fluid flow in porous media and then presented a semi-analytical mathematical
model, which was then used to calculate the variable mass single-phase pressure drop. Based
on extensive theoretical or experimental studies, several analytical models for frictional pressure
drop [30–34] have been developed over the last decades. Nevertheless, the accuracy of analysis on the
variable mass pressure drop using the analytical models cannot be guaranteed due to the idealized
hypothesis. To resolve this issue, the equivalent percolation model of pipe flow was introduced by
Wu et al [35] in order to develop a coupled correlation between the variable mass flow in a horizontal
wellbore and fluid flow in reservoir. Thereafter, Birchenko et al. [36] and Wang et al. [37] addressed
further studies on the equivalent representation models of variable mass flow.

In this study, we aim to propose a novel hybrid mathematical model for two-phase nonlinear
flow in fractured low-permeability waterflood reservoir with considering the effect of horizontal
wellbore pressure drop. Firstly, using the discrete fracture model to reduce the dimension of fracture
network explicitly, the two-parameter model is selected to reflect the nonlinear flow behavior in
low-permeability reservoir, and the equivalent percolation model of pipe flow is used to calculate the
wellbore pressure drop. Then, a novel mathematical hybrid model for two-phase flow in fractured
pore media is established by coupling the governing equations satisfied by matrix, fracture and
horizontal well, respectively. Combing the MFD method and FV method, we derive and validate the
numerical scheme of the proposed model with a synthetic staggered five-spot flood system. The effect
of fracture properties on the nonlinear flow behavior in a fractured low- permeability waterflood
reservoir is extensively investigated. Ultimately, the proposed model is applied to a 3-D heterogeneous
low-permeability waterflood reservoir to validate its practicability and feasibility.

2. Mimetic Finite Difference Method

As illustrated in Figure 1, the reservoir area Ω ∈ Rd is subdivided by a group of non-overlapping
polygon meshes (d = 2) or polyhedron meshes (d = 3) Ωh = {Ωi}. For arbitrary grid cell Ωi, grid Ω j
is the adjacent grid cell, Ak = Ωi ∩Ω j is the interface, nk is the area-weighted normal vector to face
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number k. The grid cell pressure pe
i and boundary surface pressure p f

k are defined at the central point of
grid cell xi and the boundary surface central point of grid cell xk, respectively, which take the form of.
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pe
i =

1
|Ωi|

∫
Ωi

pdΩ, p f
k =

1
|Ak|

∫
Ak

pdA (1)

The total flux normal to the faces can be described as:

q = Ti(eipe
i − p f

k ) (2)

where Ti is the transmissibility matrix; q = [q1, · · · , qm]
T; m is the number of borders of grid cell Ωi;

ei = [1, · · · , 1]T. The key to the MFD method is to construct the matrix Ti. A linear pressure field can
be obtained in the form pe

i = a·x + b for a constant vector a and scalar b. Then the flux and pressure
drop are given by

qk = −µ
−1
|Ak|nk·K·∇p = −µ−1

|Ak|nk·K·a (3)

In addition, pe
i − p f

k = a·(xi − xk). By substituting Equation (2) into Equation (3), we can get the
following equation.

q = Ti



x1 − xi
...

xk − xi
...

xm − xi


·a = µ−1



|A1|
→
n1

...
|Ak|
→
n k

...
|Am|

→
nm


·K·a⇒ TiX = µ−1NK (4)

where NTX = |Ωi|Ed, Ed is the unit matrix of d-th order, and |Ωi| is the area of Ωi. Then, the matrix Ti
can be represented as follows.

Ti =
1

µ
∣∣∣Ωi

∣∣∣NKNT + T2 (5)

where T2X = 0. To guarantee the existence of inverse of Ti, the Brezzi-Lipnikov-Simoncini theorem [38]
is used to construct the matrix T2:

Ti =
1

µ
∣∣∣Ωi

∣∣∣ [NKNT +
6
d

trace(K)A(Em −QQT)A] (6)
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where Q = orth(AX), and A is the diagonal matrix with Ai (i.e., the face area of the ith face)
Based on the divergence theorem and the integral procedure on arbitrary grid cell Ωi, the following

equation can be obtained.
m∑

k=1

qk =

∫
Ωi

qidΩ (7)

Considering the flux continuous condition of boundary, numerical scheme of the MFD method is
established ultimately by coupling Equations (2) and (7).

B −C D
CT 0 0
DT 0 0




q
p
π

 =


0
f
0

 (8)

where q = [qk]; p = [pe
i ]; π = [p f

k ]; f = [ fi], and fi =
∫

Ωi
qidΩ. Noting that, the first row of Equation (8)

denotes the Darcy’s law, the second row denotes the mass conservation, and the third row denotes the
normal flux continuous condition of borders. Coefficient matrices of Equation (8) can be written as:

B =


T−1

1
. . .

T−1
Ne

, C =


e1

. . .
eNe

, D =


I1

. . .
INe

 (9)

where Ne is the total number of grid cells; Ii = Em. As can be seen from Equation (9), all the coefficient
matrices of Equation (8) are subjected to the petrophysical properties and geometric information of
grid cells, but insensitive to the geometric shape.

3. Hybrid Model for Two-Phase Flow in Fractured Media

Using the discrete fracture model to reduce the dimension of the fracture network explicitly,
the two-parameter model is used to reflect the nonlinear flow behavior of two-phase fluid, and the
equivalent percolation model of pipe flow is selected to calculate the wellbore pressure drop of
the horizontal well. Ultimately, a hybrid mathematical model for two-phase flow in a fractured
low-permeability waterflood reservoir is established by combing the governing equations satisfied by
the matrix, fracture and horizontal well, respectively.

3.1. Discrete Fracture Model

As previously suggested [11], fluid flow through fractures can be modelled as a laminar flow
between parallel plates. The parallel-plate solution for the Naiver-Stokes equations satisfies the
commonly used law that flow rate is proportional to the cube of the fracture aperture. All the variables
remain constant along the direction of fracture aperture. Therefore, the dimension-reduced processing
of a fracture network by using (n − 1)-dimensional grid cells in an n-dimensional domain greatly
improves the computational efficiency. In 2D space, fracture networks are simplified as line elements
(see Figure 2). In 3D space, the fractures are represented by the matrix grid cell interfaces, which are 2D.
In this study, the Delaunay triangulation method is adopted to establish the grid system.

As shown in Figure 2, the fractured media is composed of matrix and fracture simultaneously, and
the whole domain can be expressed as Ω = Ωm +

∑
ai ×

(
Ω f

)
i
, where the subscripts m and f denote

the matrix and fracture, respectively; ai is the aperture of the ith fracture. Only if the representative
elementary volumes (REV) of matrix and fracture exist, the constituents of flow equations F are feasible
to the whole domain. For the discrete fracture model, the integral form of F is described as.∫

Ω
FdΩ =

∫
Ωm

FdΩm +
∑

i

ai ×

∫
(Ω f )i

Fd(Ω f )i (10)
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3.2. Flow Governing Equations

The basic equations of incompressible two-phase flow include the mass conservation equation,
the generalized Darcy’s law, the saturation equation and the capillary pressure function, which are
described as:

φ
∂Sw

∂t
+∇·vw = qw (11)

vw = fw[v + Kλo·∇pc + Kλo·(ρw − ρo)G] (12)

v = −Kλ·∇p + K·(λwρw + λoρo)G, ∇·v = q (13)

p = po −

∫ Sw

1
fw(ξ)

∂pc

∂Sw
(ξ)dξ (14)

Sw + So = 1 (15)

pc = po − pw ≥ 0 (16)

where φ is the porosity; vo and vw are the oil and water velocity, respectively, and total velocity
v = vo + vw, m/s; qo and qw are the source/sink term of oil and water, respectively, and total source/sink
term q = qw + qo, 1/s; λl = krl/µl (l = w, o) is the flow coefficient, and total flow coefficient λ = λw + λo;
fw = λw/λ is the water fractional flow function; ρo and ρw are the oil and water density, respectively,
kg/m3; G = −g∇z is the gravitational force term, and g is the gravity acceleration, m/s2; z is the vertical
coordinate with positive direction upward, m; pc is the capillary pressure, Pa; po and pw are the pore
pressure for oil and water, respectively, Pa; So and Sw are the oil and water saturation, respectively.

Defining the flow potential function Φl = pl + ρlgz, the initial and boundary conditions are
written as follows.

(i) Initial conditions

Φl(x, t)t=0 = Φl(x), Sl(x, t)t=0 = Sl(x), l = w, o (17)

(ii) Dirichlet boundary conditions

Φl(x, t) = Φl, Sl(x, t) = Sl (18)

(iii) Neumann boundary conditions. The boundary conditions used in this paper are assumed to
be impervious.

vl·
→
n = (−Kλl∇Φl)·

→
n = 0, ∇Sl·

→
n = 0 (19)

where
→
n denotes the outer normal unit vector.
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3.3. Description of Nonlinear Fluid Flow

The two-parameter model is used to describe the nonlinear flow behavior of multiphase fluid in
porous media and takes the form of.

v =
K
µ
∇P−

K
µ

∇P
a + b|∇P|

(20)

where b is the reciprocal of quasi-threshold pressure gradient, 10−6(Pa/m)−1; a is a dimensionless
parameter to determine the shape of nonlinear concave curve segment, a > 0. Both parameters can
be obtained from displacement experiments. When the dimensionless parameter a is equal to zero,
the model is equivalent to the quasi-threshold pressure gradient model, among which, the nonlinear
seepage segment satisfy the linear law and its intersection with x-axis is located at 1/b; when a is
larger than zero and less than 1.0, the intersection with x-axis is located at (1 − a)/b, which is virtually
the minimum threshold pressure gradient. When b tends to be infinite, the interaction between rock
and reservoir fluid is so weak that it equals to zero approximately. In this case, Equation (20) will be
transformed as the Darcy’s law.

3.4. Calculation of Wellbore Pressure Drop

Generally, the flow regime in horizontal wellbore consists of the spindle flow in horizontal
wellbore and the radial flow from reservoir to horizontal well. Due to the radial flow, the flux of lateral
segment from toe end to root end varies gradually, in other words, it is a variable mass flow, which is
shown as Figure 3, where vR denotes the mass flux of the radial flow from reservoir to horizontal well
and v(x) denotes the variable mass flux of the spindle flow in horizontal wellbore.
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In this study, the equivalent percolation model of pipe flow is employed to calculate the pressure
drop caused by variable mass flow in horizontal wellbore. Namely, the pipe flow can be interpreted as
an equivalent seepage problem with constant permeability. Equation (21) is thus proposed to describe
the relationship.

v = −
Kwe

µ

∆p
∆x

(21)

where Kwe is the equivalent permeability of horizontal wellbore.
For laminar flow

Kwe =
r2

8
(22)
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For turbulent flow:

Kwe = µ(
2D
fρ

1
∆p/∆x

)
1/2

(23)

where the fraction factor f can be calculated by Colebrook-White equation and satisfies the
following equation.

1√
f
= −2 log10[

ε/D
3.7
−

5.02
Re

log10(
ε/D
3.7

+
13
Re

)] (24)

For transitional flow:
Kwe = λKwel + (1− λ)Kwet (25)

where λ is the weighting coefficient, [0.1, 0.3]; Kwel is the equivalent permeability in procedure of
lamilar flow; Kwet is the equivalent permeability in procedure of turbulent flow.

3.5. Hybrid Mathematical Model

The novel hybrid model for nonlinear two-phase flow in fractured porous media is established by
combining the governing equations satisfied by matrix, fracture and horizontal wellbore, respectively.

For the matrix system, considering that nonlinear flow behavior in fractured low-permeability
reservoir, the following equation is given by:

v = −Kλ·∇p

1−
1

a + b
∣∣∣∇p

∣∣∣
+ K·(λwρw + λoρo)G, ∇·v = q (26)

For the fracture system, the dimension-reduced procedure of the fracture network by using (n
− 1)-dimension grid cells in an n-dimensional domain is carried out. Assume that flow in fracture
observes the standard Darcy’s law, the system of Equations (11)–(16) is still suitable.

For the horizontal wellbore, the equation describing the correlation between velocity v and
pressure p is given by:

v = −Kweλ·∇p + Kwe·(λwρw + λoρo)G, ∇·v = q (27)

When considering the pressure drop in horizontal wellbore, the flux continuous condition of
horizontal wellbore is derived as follows. qm,E + qm,E′ + q f ,F + q f ,F′ = Mh∑

qh = Mh + qh
(28)

where qm,E is flux from the upward matrix grid cell E to the ith lateral segment; qm,E′ is flux from the
downward matrix grid cell E′ to the ith lateral segment; q f ,F is flux from the upward fracture grid
cell F to the ith lateral segment; q f ,F′ is flux from the downward fracture grid cell F′ to the ith lateral
segment; Mh is total flux penetrated into the ith lateral segment;

∑
qh is the total flux; qh is the source

or sink term.

4. Numerical Discretization and Solution

Using the MFD method, numerical discretization of the hybrid mathematical model is performed
in order to obtain the pressure and saturation distribution as a function of time in fractured
low-permeability waterflood reservoir according to the implicit pressure and explicit saturation
(IMPES) procedure.

4.1. Numerical Discretization

Based on the mimetic finite difference method, the linear algebraic systems satisfied by matrix
block and fracture network are finally established, which are written as Equations (29) and (30),
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respectively. As to 2D problems, due to the fracture networks being simplified as a series of line
elements, the governing equations can be described as:

Bm −Cm Dm

CT
m 0 0

DT
m 0 0




qm
pm
πm

 =


0
fm
0

 (29)


B f −C f D f
CT

f 0 0
DT

f 0 0




q f
p f
π f

 =


0
f f
0

 (30)

where the subscripts m and f are matrix and fracture system, respectively.
The system given in linear algebraic equations indicates that pf is a part of πm. Based on the flux

continuity principle, the volumetric flux of fracture system is composed of matrix infiltration and
fracture source or sink term. By coupling the flow equations between the matrix and fracture systems,
numerical discretization is achieved, which is given by:

Bm −Cm Dm 0 0
CT

m 0 0 0 0
DT

m 0 0 −CT
f 0

0 0 −C f B f D f
0 0 0 DT

f 0





qm
pm
πm

q f
p f


=



0
fm
−f f
0
0


(31)

When matrix, fracture, and horizontal wells exist simultaneously, the equivalent percolation
model of pipe flow is used to calculate the wellbore pressure drop, and the total volumetric flux in
horizontal wellbore is composed of matrix infiltration, fracture infiltration and source or sink term.
In accordance with Equation (31), numerical discretization scheme of the hybrid mathematical model
can be developed combining the flow equations satisfied by the matrix, fracture, and horizontal
wellbore, respectively, and takes the form of:

Bm −Cm Dm 0 0 0 0
CT

m 0 0 0 0 0 0
DT

m 0 0 −CT
f 0 CT

h 0
0 0 −C f B f D f 0 0
0 0 0 DT

f 0 0 0

0 0 Ch 0 0 Bh Dh
0 0 0 0 0 DT

h 0





qm
pm
pim
q f
pi f
qh
pih


=



0
fm

−f f − fh
0
0
0
0


(32)

where subscript h denotes the horizontal well; qm denotes the boundary flux of matrix grid cell; pm
denotes the pressure at the central point of matrix grid cell; pim denotes the boundary pressure of
matrix grid cell; q f denotes the boundary flux of fracture grid cell; pi f denotes the boundary pressure
of fracture grid cell; qh denotes the boundary flux of horizontal well grid cell; pih denotes the boundary
pressure of horizontal well grid cell.

4.2. Solution of Pressure and Saturation

The implicit pressure explicit saturation (IMPES) procedure is used for calculation, which mainly
include the sequential solution of the decoupled pressure and saturation equations. The pressure
equations are solved implicitly with the preconditioned conjugate gradient and the saturation maps
are determined explicitly using the FV method.
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According to the FV method and θ-principle, discretization of mass conservation equation given
by Equation (11) is performed, which is described as:

ϕi

∆t

(
Sk+1

i − Sk
i

)
+

1
|Ωi|

∑
ri j

(
θFi j

(
Sk+1

)
+ (1− θ)Fi j

(
Sk

))
= qw

(
Sk

i

)
(33)

where Fi j(S) is the numerical approximation of flux at the edge ri j.

Fi j(S) =
∫
γi j

fw(S)i j(ν·
→
n i j + Kλn·∇pc·

→
n i j + Kλn·(ρw − ρn)G·

→
n i j)dΓ

Moreover, the upstream weighted method is used to calculate the fractional flow function at
boundary surface Γ.

fw(S)i j =

 fw(Si) if ν·
→
n i j ≥ 0

fw(S j) if ν·
→
n i j < 0

(34)

The time step is determined by a CFL condition, which is described as follows:

∆t ≤
ϕi|Ωi|

νin
i max

{
f ′w(S)

}
0≤S≤1

, (35)

and

νin
i = max(qi, 0) −

∑
ri j

min(vi j,0),
∂ fw
∂S

=
∂ fw
∂S∗

∂S∗

∂S
=

1
1− Swc − Sor

∂ fw
∂S∗

where S* is the standardized water saturation; Swc is the irreducible water saturation; Sor is the residual
oil saturation.

5. Results and Analysis

We use a synthetic two-dimensional staggered five-spot flood system to validate the accuracy
of the proposed model in this paper, as shown in Figure 4. The Delaunay triangulation grid system
shown as Figure 5 is firstly constructed, with a total of 994 grid cells. The rock and fluid properties
are listed in Table 1. The well pattern is one staged fracturing horizontal producer located in the
center face and four vertical injectors located in corner faces. Both the injection and production are
performed at a constant surface liquid rate, which are the same as the controlling conditions in actual
oilfield development. There exist eight hydraulic fractures distributed evenly along the direction of
the horizontal wellbore. The effects of capillary pressure and gravitational force will be neglected.
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Table 1. Rock and fluid properties for the staggered five spot water-injection model.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

reservoir dimensions 1000 m × 800 m water viscosity 1 mPa·s
matrix porosity 0.1 oil viscosity 5 mPa·s

matrix permeability 1 × 10−3 µm2 water density 1000 kg/m3

fracture length 400 m oil density 800 kg/m3

fracture spacing 100 m inject rate 0.05 PV/day
fracture aperture 1 mm production rate 0.05 PV/day

fracture permeability 8.33 × 104 µm2 irreducible water saturation 0.3
length of lateral segment 900 m residual oil saturation 0.1

The oil-water relative permeability functions shared by the matrix and fracture systems are
described as follows.

Krw = Se; Kro = 1− Se (36)

where Se is the normalized water saturation defined by the irreducible water saturation Swc and the
residual water saturation Sor, which takes the form of.

Se =
Sw − Swc

1− Swc − Sor
(37)

Figure 6 displays the flux of different lateral segments in horizontal wellbore. It can be referred
that the mass flux in horizontal wellbore gradually increases from the toe end to the root end, and there
is a distinct difference in the mass flux of different lateral segments due to the variable mass flow.
The effect of fracture distribution on the mass flux change in the horizontal wellbore is relatively large.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of friction pressure drop along direction of horizontal wellbore.
It indicates that, the change of friction pressure drop from the toe end to root end is consistent with the
mass flux of different lateral segments in horizontal wellbore. The main reason for this phenomenon is
explained as follows: the variation of the friction pressure drop is proportional to that of the variable
mass flux, and the frictional pressure drop caused by the spindle flow and the radial flow is aggravated
as the variable mass flux increases. In addition, due to the great infiltration at the fractures’ face,
the degree of velocity variation is further improved, which usually results in a greater frictional
pressure drop.
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Figure 7. Evolution of frictional pressure drop across the horizontal wellbore.

As shown in Figure 8, we present the water saturation profiles when the pore volume of water
injected into the reservoir is fixed at 0.05, 0.45, 0.80 and 1.0 PV, respectively. The results demonstrate that
the waterflood front advances evenly at the earlier stage, while the injected water will transport quickly
through the fractures and cause too-early water breakthrough. When the injected water crosses into all
the fractures, large quantities of residual oil remain unexploited between the fractures. The fractures
nearby the injectors are the major flow pathways of injected water to the staggered fractured horizontal
wellbore, which govern the local velocity of waterfront directly. Therefore, the middle regions’ fractures
along the direction of the horizontal wellbore are extremely essential to achieve a higher oil productivity
in the fractured low-permeability waterflood reservoir.

A comparison of oil production rate (OPR), cumulative oil production (OPT) and water cut (fw) as
a function of PV injected is displayed in Figures 9 and 10. The accuracy of our proposed model has been
validated by comparing with Eclipse. Results also demonstrate that oil production rate of the staged
fracturing horizontal well at the earlier stage is relatively high, and the rising rate of cumulative oil
production is rapid. However, the oil production rate gradually decreases as the waterfront advances
in low-permeability porous media. When a total of 0.5 PV water is injected into the reservoir, the oil
production rate tends to be constant, and the increase of cumulative oil production becomes slight.
It is due to the short distance between end regions’ fractures and injectors that water can channel
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into the horizontal wellbore along the fractures quickly, thus resulting in a rapid rise of water cut.
Therefore, the fracture properties are governing factors for the development effect of a staged fracturing
horizontal well in a low-permeability waterflood reservoir.
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Figure 9. Oil production performance of staged fractured horizontal well.
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Figure 10. Water cut variation of staged fractured horizontal well.

5.1. Effect of Fracture Length

To further understand the influence of fracture length on the production performance of staged
fracturing horizontal well, three patterns with different fracture length are considered, as shown in
Figure 11. The fracture length of pattern 1 and pattern 3 equals 400 m and 200 m, respectively. The ratio
of the middle regions’ and end regions’ fracture length is interpreted as the fracture length ratio for
short. For pattern 2, the middle regions’ fracture length is limited to 400 m, and the fracture length
ratio is 2.0. The other properties are identical to those of the basic scheme. Based on the proposed
model, the production performance of the staged fracturing horizontal well under different patterns of
fracture length are extensively investigated. The results are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

From Figures 12 and 13, it is referred that, the time needed for waterflood-front channeling into
the horizontal wellbore becomes shorter while increasing the length of fractures nearby injectors, and a
higher rise of water cut will be observed. Therefore, when conducting the optimal design of fracture
properties, the length of fractures nearby the injectors should be shortened appropriately to avoid a
too-early breakthrough of injected water.
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Figure 13. Cumulative oil production variation under different fracture lengths.

5.2. Effect of Fracture Spacing

To understand the effect of fracture spacing on development effect of staged fracturing
horizontal well, three patterns with different fracture spacing are considered, as shown in Figure 14.
The fracture spacing between the first fracture and the 8th fracture is limited to 700 m, and the ratio of
middle regions’ and end regions’ fracture spacing along the direction of the horizontal wellbore is
defined as the fracture spacing ratio for short. In this study, the fracture spacing ratio of three different
patterns is selected to be 1.0, 2.0 and 0.5, respectively. The other properties are identical to those of
the basic scheme. Based on the proposed model, the production performance of the staged fracturing
horizontal well under different patterns of fracture spacing are thoroughly investigated. The results
are shown in Figures 15 and 16.
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Figure 15. Water cut curve under different fracture spacing patterns.
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Figure 16. Cumulative oil production variation under different fracture spacings.

As seen from Figures 15 and 16, the shortest breakthrough time of injected water is obtained when
fracture spacing in the midst is two times the fracture spacing in the end, and the minimum cumulative
oil production is achieved. It can be explained as follows: in pattern 2, the fracture spacing nearby
injectors is relatively small so that the injected water channels into the end regions’ fractures more
quickly, which results in a larger rising rate of water cut and worse development effect. Therefore, it is
of great importance to enlarge the end regions’ fracture spacing to delay the breakthrough time of
injected water.

6. Case Study

To further validate the practicability of the proposed model, a 3-D heterogeneous low permeability
five-spot waterflood reservoir is established, as shown in Figure 17. The waterflood reservoir size
is 2000 m × 1000 m × 24 m, which is vertically divided into 2 layers with a total of 30,149 grid cells.
The traditional Kriging interpolation algorithm is then used to generate a heterogenous distribution of
matrix permeability, as depicted in Figure 18. The rock and fluid properties for the staggered five-spot
model are displayed in Table 2. The well pattern is one staged fracturing horizontal producer located in
the center and four vertical injectors located in the corner faces. Water injection is achieved at a constant
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surface liquid rate of 60 m3/d, and oil production is triggered with a constant bottom hole pressure
of 5.0 MPa. Based on our proposed model, the production performance of the 3-D heterogenous
low-permeability waterflood reservoir is well documented.
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Table 2. Rock and fluid properties for the 3-D heterogeneous waterflood reservoir.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

matrix porosity 0.1 water viscosity 1.0 mPa·s
matrix permeability 0.1~2.0 mD oil viscosity 5.0 mPa·s
fracture conductivity 5.0 D·cm water density 1000 kg/m3

fracture length 400 m oil density 750 kg/m3

fracture spacing 100 m inject rate 60 m3/d
length of lateral segment 1600 m BHP pressure 5.0 MPa
initial reservoir pressure 20 MPa irreducible water saturation 0.35

bubble point pressure 28 MPa residual oil saturation 0.22

Figure 19 illustrates the 2-D and 3-D water saturation profile and overall pressure field of
low-permeability reservoir when a total of 0.085 PV water is injected. It shows that, due to the weak
transport capacity of injected water in low-permeability reservoir, a relatively uniform waterfront
advancing behavior is achieved before water breakthrough despite the heterogeneous permeability
distribution, and majorities of remaining oil are still unexploited underground. This finding also
agrees well with the actual production performance of low-permeability reservoirs commonly found
in the Ordos basin, northwestern China, which provides powerful evidence for the applicability and
reliability of our proposed model.
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7. Conclusions

(1) Using a discrete fracture model to reduce the dimension of the fracture network explicitly,
the two-parameter model is used to represent the nonlinear flow behavior of multiphase fluid
in porous media, and the equivalent percolation model of pipe flow is selected to calculate
the wellbore pressure drop in a horizontal wellbore. A novel hybrid mathematical model for
nonlinear two-phase flow in a fractured low-permeability waterflood reservoir is developed by
combining the governing equations satisfied by the matrix, fracture and horizontal wellbore,
respectively. By combing the MFD method and FV method, the numerical discretization of
the hybrid model is derived and validated using a synthetic staggered five-spot flood system.
The effect of fracture properties on nonlinear flow behaviors in fractured low-permeability
reservoir are ultimately investigated.

(2) The results show that with an increase of fracture length near injectors, injected water will cross
into the horizontal wellbore more easily, resulting in a faster increase of water cut, and a worse
development effect. The effect of shortening fracture spacing is consistent with that of increasing
fracture length. When performing the optimization design of fracture parameters, it is necessary
to shorten the length of fractures nearby injectors and enlarge the fracture spacing of end regions
to avoid too early a breakthrough of injected water. Successful practice in modeling the complex
waterflood behaviors for a 3-D heterogeneous reservoir provides powerful evidence for the
practicability and reliability of our model.
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